
INDUSTRY INITIATIVES

With the state election only a week or so away, we

trust that both parties have developed clear racing

policies. As race horse owners we really need to

consider which party will best serve the needs of

racing in this state. 

SAROA believes that whichever party wins the

election, it is imperative that an enthusiastic and

empowered racing minister is appointed to give the

racing codes a voice on North Terrace. South

Australia is the only state in the Commonwealth that

does not currently have a racing minister. With the

demise of the Australian car industry imminent it is

high time government concentrated on supporting

an industry that won’t be leaving SA.

The current situation for all three racing codes is

poor and prize money needs to be increased

substantially for racing to be a viable business in this

state. We as race horse owners bankroll the industry

with an investment of $57 million (in training fees

etc – the cost of purchasing our horses is not

included in this figure) and prize money returns

(after jockey and trainer percentages are paid) of

just $26 million.

Without finance being made available to increase

prize money, the industry will contract further and

jobs will be lost. SAROA has provided input via

SARIG to TRSA who have presented the

Government and the opposition an overview of the

current position of racing in this state along with a

suggested program for government investment in

our industry.

OTHER SAROA ACTIVITIES

SAROA has been involved with the national owner’s

body ATROC to contest the recent Australian Racing

Board (ARB) ruling on Intra-articular cortisone

usage. SAROA has provided our input to ATROC

voicing our concerns regarding the new ruling and

the potential adverse effects that it may have on

management and treatment of horses with niggling

joint injuries. We believe that this may lead to a

compromise to alter the new rule so that it fits more

in line with current practice while still clarifying the

trainers’ responsibilities when employing these

treatments.
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CHANGING REIN

The Changing Rein initiative with HorseSA is gaining

momentum. Recently the ARB has flagged that

owners will be expected to take more responsibility

for their horses when their racing careers finish. This

will include a provision for the registrar of racehorses

to be advised that a horse has been retired and what

its fate has been, i.e. it has been re-homed, sent to a

re-trainer etc. This provision will allow racing

administrations to gather some statistics on at least

the initial destination of horses after their track

careers are ended.

HorseSA recently organised a seminar to encourage

further networking within the industry as the links

between race-horse owners and trainers, pre-trainers

and equestrian riders are not well established. One

key aspect of the Changing Rein initiative is to

establish clearer, more defined links so that owners

know where to go when retiring their animals and

those seeking a particular type of horse know how to

go about finding them.

Speakers at the Seminar included Bettina Stanton

who spoke about the Off The Track program which

involves events at shows exclusively for

thoroughbreds that have been through racetrack

careers. Bettina currently rides Vienna Night Devine

–formerly the successful Adelaide metropolitan  and

multiple Victorian provincial winner Aussie Shout –

who has developed into a top quality show horse. His

story clearly demonstrates that the transition from the

track to the show ring, if handled correctly, can result

in success.

We were also lucky enough to have in attendance

Gary Kairn the Operations Manager, Harness Racing

Australia who spoke about the Standardbreds

Australia Unharnessed program. This program has

been underway for some time and has seen

standardbreds re-homed as eventing horses, as

pleasure horses, as mounts for the Riding for the

Disabled program, and recently to the Mounted

Police in several states. Harness Australia has been

active in this area for a number of years and have

made significant progress with a standardbred

competing admirably at the prestigious Garryowen

event at the Royal Melbourne show.

Next to speak was Nick Bawden Industry Operations

Manager, TRSA, Nick discussed TRSA’s role in

sponsoring the Off the Track series in SA and about

moves by the ARB to tighten the requirements for

owners to advise RISA of their horses movements on

retirement. 

These presentations were followed by active

discussion groups – one for industry representatives

and one for re-trainers and equestrian riders. 

Standardbred Pleasure & Performance Horse Assoc.

of SA Inc arranged a display for the event and their

participation was greatly appreciated.

Both Off the Track and the Standardbred Pleasure &

Performance Horse Association of SA have

Facebook pages (“Off The Track SA Series” and

SPPHASA) and SPPHASA has a website www.

freewebs.com/spphasainc/. 

SAROA has been involved with this initiative from its

start in SA and will continue to support this valuable

program. Owners interested in finding new homes for

their retiring racehorses should contact TRSA for

assistance.

Changing Rein gratefully acknowledges the

sponsorship for this event from TRSA and from

Harness Australia.

SOUTH AUSTRALIAN
RACEHORSE OWNERS
ASSOCIATION NEWS



I am nominating Dean & Linda Alcorn as owners of

the month for January following the win of 4yo mare

Rhinestone Ruby at Strathalbyn on 12th January.

Our Black Ruby, the dam of Rhinestone Ruby, was

purchased by me in September 2008 at an Adelaide

Magic Millions Sale and when I returned home I had

an email from Dean Alcorn congratulating me on the

purchase and saying that he was the under-bidder

and if he had known earlier we could have formed a

partnership.

I replied by saying that my intention was to race her

progeny and we could have one if he wanted to. We

formed a partnership and sent her to be served by

Blevic, but after several months she did not get

pregnant and we were told by Kambula Stud that

there was no obvious reason for this, so we sent her

to be served by Akhadan late in the season. The

resultant foal was Rhinestone Ruby, born on 27th

December, so we obviously did not mate the mare in

the following season.

In mid-2010, we jointly decided to quit Our Black

Ruby and entered her for an Adelaide MM sale and

she injured herself on the Friday prior to it. I paid

Dean & Linda a small amount to quit their share in

her and I subsequently sold Our Black Ruby and her

next Akhadan filly in May 2012. We both retained an

interest in Rhinestone Ruby until December 2012

when, as part of my continuing dispersal of horses,

Dean & Linda paid the transfer of ownership cost to

have outright ownership.

Dean & Linda race Rhinestone Ruby on their own

and she obviously has ability and a wonderful

temperament, but she has had physical issues

which have added extra costs in getting her to the

races and I certainly hope this is only the first of

many wins to reward their persistence and patience.

I believe they would be worthy winners of the SAROA

owner of the month award for January.

SAROA extends our best wishes to Dean and Linda

and trust they receive continued enjoyment from

racing Rhinestone Ruby.

Good luck and good racing

Richard Stafford, SAROA secretary

Correspondence

PO Box 1139

Gumeracha SA 5233

Michael Trenerry President

Mobile: 0414 682 390 

Email: talisker3@bigpond.com

Richard Stafford Secretary

Mobile 0432 664 824

Email: richard@sanguineracing.com.au

www.saroa.com.au
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Rhinestone Ruby. Photo courtesy Atkins Photography.

OWNER OF THE MONTH

Owner of the month nominations can be made by

email or letter or even by a phone call to me;

nominations should be received by 10th day of the

following month. Nominations can come from the

owner or a friend, acquaintance or family member

but the nominee must be a SAROA member. We

also prefer that the application is combined with a

good story about the horse involved, as this award is

just as applicable to lowly maiden winners as it is to

winners of feature races.

Our committee review all nominations then select the

monthly winner, who will receive a $100 voucher,

kindly donated by SAROA members Jenny and

Wayne Francis to be used at The Elephant and

Castle Hotel either in the hotel or bottle shop, plus a

Pizza Hut ‘double pizza’ voucher with the

compliments of SAROA committee member Bill

Lianos.

This month we received a nomination from our

former president Dean Mann who wrote:


